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BEGUN, THE GUILD WARS HAVE! With new allies and skills at the ready, Maple Tree embarks
on their first event! The obvious favorites to take the crown are the big guilds like Flame Empire
and the Order of the Holy Sword, each boasting well over a hundred members and some of the
best players who topped the ranks in previous events. To make matters worse, everyone on the
server has been stocking up on anti-Maple skills and items after her rise to infamy. For any hope
of victory, Maple Tree will have to overcome incredible odds and shatter all expectations—or
wipe out everybody else trying!

Espionage, intrigue, cunning, deception, and romance . . . this books lacks nothing!!!I have yet to
meet a Fiona Quinn book that does not keep me up all night reading to the very last word!Thorn
was no different. Well, yes, it WAS different in story, narrative, challenges encountered - as it
should be - but the attention that Quinn pays every little detail of her work constantly manages to
blow me away. I often find myself wondering what it must be like in the mind of such an author.
How does one keep all the details straight, the research needed, the new things that need to be
learned?Not unlike some of Quinn's other heroes, Thorn is tough, all business, always thinking,
always ready, and determined that matters of the heart are not for him! Until something happens
to him the moment he sees a photograph.Quinn is a master storyteller. Espionage meets
deception, meets cunning, meets romance, in a seamless tapestry you cannot help but fall into.
Thorn's story will stay with you.Book Four in this series, but don't let that stop you. While all of
Quinn's works weave into the Iniquus World she has created and populated with engaging
characters and their gripping stories; each one of these can and does stand alone extremely
well. I thoroughly enjoyed this book and can highly recommend!~ Vine Voice_______________I
read a LOT. Hundreds of books a year. And I don't do a lot of review writing. But in this case, I
really wanted to write one. This book is great. The science. The romance. The medical aspect.
The action. The technology. This is definitely a smart person's read. For me, it has it ALL. I highly
recommend this book. It will not disappoint. She is an excellent writer! Nothing lags. Nothing is
boring. Nothing but keeping one fully engaged in the story from beginning to end.~ Ebook Tops
Reviewer_______________[Thorn, Uncommon Enemies] I wasimmediately intrigued at the
beginning, followed quickly by a smack in the faceof action.One wants to just keep turning pages
to get the answers...and it's a wild ride! ~ Ed Dasso, USA TODAY Bestselling
Author_______________Talk about fast paced, action packed and a total page-turner.Thorn
was amazing Thorn really is the ultimate operator, completely focused and his mission comes
first always, even when gorgeous women grab his eye he still puts the job first.I loved how
gripping this story was, the twists and turns kept me guessing and just when I thought the author
was going in one direction she totally surprised me and I LOVE that.I also loved the descriptive



writing as I read I could fully picture where I was and what was happening this makes the book
come completely alive for me and that makes an awesome story.~E. Hordon, Ebook Tops Top
100 Reviewer_______________Brilliant Series. Another binge read as Thorn and the team are
called on the protect a scientist and to see him safely on USA soil. The task escalates as the
scientists daughter is kidnapped. Danger, thrills and spills with a touch of romance! Highly
recommend.~ Goodreads AuthorFrom the AuthorThe World of Iniquus in chronological
order: Weakest Lynx - Lynx SeriesMissing Lynx - Lynx SeriesChain Lynx - Lynx SeriesCuff Lynx
- Lynx SeriesWASP - Uncommon EnemiesIn Too Deep - Strike ForceRelic - Uncommon
Enemies Mine - Kate Hamilton MysteriesJack Be Quick- Strike ForceDeadlock - Uncommon
EnemiesInstiGator - Strike ForceYours - Kate Hamilton MysteriesThorn - Uncommon
EnemiesOpen Secret - FBI Joint Task ForceGulf Lynx - Lynx SeriesCold Red - FBI Joint Task
ForceOurs - Kate Hamilton MysteriesEven Odds FBI Joint Task ForceSurvival Instinct -
Cerberus Tactical K9Protective Instinct - Cerberus Tactical K9Defender's Instinct - Cerberus
Tactical K9 Danger Signs - Delta Force Echo Hyper Lynx - Lynx SeriesDanger Zone - Delta
Force EchoDanger Close - Delta Force EchoFear The REAPER - Strike ForceWarrior's Instinct -
Cerberus Tactical K9 Team Bravo (2022)About the AuthorFiona Quinn is a USA Today
bestselling author, a Kindle Scout winner, and an Ebook Tops All-Star. Quinn writes smart, sexy
suspense with a psychic twist in her Iniquus World of action-adventure stories including Lynx,
Strike Force, Uncommon Enemies, Kate Hamilton Mysteries, FBI Joint Taskforce, Cerberus
Tactical K9, and Delta Force Echo Series. She writes urban fantasy as Fiona Angelica Quinn for
her Elemental Witches Series And, just for fun, she writes the Badge Bunny Booze Mystery
Collection with her dear friend, Tina Glasneck under the name Quinn Glasneck. Quinn is rooted
in the Old Dominion where she lives with her husband and children. There, she pops chocolates,
devours books, and taps continuously on her laptop. FionaQuinnBooks.comRead more
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CORCONTENTSCoverInsertTitle PageCopyrightPrologueChapter 1: Defense Build and the
Fourth EventChapter 2: Defense Build and Two FoesChapter 3: Defense Build and the
NightChapter 4: Defense Build and the UnleashingChapter 5: Defense Build and Best-Laid
PlansChapter 6: Defense Build and New FormationsChapter 7: Defense Build and the Dark of
NightChapter 8: Defense Build and Safe TerritoryEpilogue: Defense Build and BondsBonus
Story: Defense Build and Post-EventAfterwordYen NewsletterMaple’s extreme defense build had
propelled her into the top ranks of players. With her friend Sally, she’d founded the Maple Tree
guild. Joining them were the great shielder Chrome, the katana master Kasumi, and a mage
named Kanade whose Akashic Records provided him with random skills.In due time, they
added the crafter Iz as well as the twins, Mai and Yui, who had extreme builds. As the fourth
event loomed, the guild prepared to face whatever came together. This event would once again
speed up the flow of time, pitting guilds against one another as they fought to defend orbs in
their bases or steal them from their opponents—vying to earn the most points.Each death would
reduce the player’s stats, and a fifth death would eliminate them completely. Maple Tree would
have a tough time contending with large guilds that could leverage the power of numbers.If they



wanted to finish at the top, they’d have to strategize.“Let’s aim for the top ten!” Maple cried.Her
friends cheered as they were wreathed in light.“We’ve got this!”As the world went white, Maple
clenched her fists tight.As the light faded, the eight members of Maple Tree found themselves
before a pedestal. An orb giving off a green glow lay atop it. This location would serve as their
base—they would be defending their orb in the depths of a cave.Much like the second event, the
map contained a multitude of biomes. This particular spot was much easier to defend than, say,
the middle of a grassy field.Three paths branched off from the large main cavern.Sally and
Kasumi each investigated one of the paths behind the pedestal. They weren’t gone for
long.“This one leads to a dead end with a spring. Good place to rest.”“Mine had nothing of note. I
suppose it’s a decent place to lie down.”“Then the last path must be the way to the surface. That
definitely makes defending easier.”No risk of being attacked from behind.“Sounds like we’ll be
on the offense.”“Yep, just like we planned it.”No use wasting time; Sally, Chrome, and Kasumi—
the attack squad—swiftly set out from their base.Sally and Kasumi were the fastest members of
the guild, and Chrome could adapt on the fly to any situation. These three would handle the
snatch-and-grab missions while Maple held down the fort. Kanade and Iz would be supporting
Mai and Yui, who were also playing defense. This event was all about guarding the orbs they
stole, so it was important to make sure their base was well defended.The home team donned
the robes Iz provided. She put one on herself and took a seat near the orb. These robes
provided no extra defense. They were just cloth, designed to hide everyone’s faces. Keeping
Maple’s presence secret would be critical. Maple Tree’s defensive strategy involved convincing
people they were a small, weak no-name guild by having Mai and Yui clobber anyone who came
after them—with the other three discreetly providing backup as needed.This would weaken the
guilds around them and make things easier for the attack team.Maple herself was famously
dangerous, with a notorious array of insane skills. Any guilds that spotted her were liable to run
away.“If anyone comes in, Mai, Yui, it’s your chance to shine! I’ve got your back!” Maple
flourished her shield confidently.“Okay! I hope we can do this. We did practice a lot…”“You know
we can, Mai! Not…that I don’t have butterflies myself…”They were feeding off each other’s
anxiety.“Maple will protect you both,” Kanade assured them. “Just focus on attacking and you’ll
be fine.”“That’s right! Leave all defending to me!”This seemed to help. The twins grinned and
pumped their fists.“Any minute now, the others will start ferrying orbs back here.”They kept a
close watch on the entrance, conserving energy and getting ready.Meanwhile, the attack squad
members were moving quietly through the brush deep in a forest.“We see the enemy, we kill
without hesitation—everyone good with that?”“Fine by me. Let’s start by scouting the area
around us. We’ll eliminate any threats nearby.”Not long after, Sally heard players talking up
ahead.“I’ll take point and start thinning their ranks, leading them back to you two; when you see
an opening, take it.”“Got it.”“We’ll be waiting in this brush.”After they got in position, Sally leaped
up into a tree and began bounding from limb to limb, headed toward the voices.The group they
overheard talking contained five people—another guild’s attack party, on the prowl for
orbs.“There oughtta be at least one nearby…”“I’m sure there will be. Stay loose and keep



looking.”But just as the last of them passed beneath a tree——Sally swung down, her legs
hooked over a limb, and sank a dagger into the throat of the one bringing up the
rear.“Aughhhhhhh?!”Before they could even grasp what was happening, Sally struck again,
showing no mercy.Her victim was still screaming in confusion as their HP hit zero, and they
vanished in a burst of light. The other four spun around, only to get hit by a sharp-edged
wind.The shocking loss of their companion left them badly shaken.“…………”Sally was already
running away.“H-hey! Come back here!”They were so rattled, they made the fatal error of giving
chase. Never realizing Sally was leading them straight into a trap.Just as they thought they’d
caught up——a katana and a cleaver came whistling out of the underbrush, instantly killing the
leader.“Oh…crap!”They realized it was a trap—too late.Kasumi was already cutting down a third
foe.“Retreat…augh!”One girl turned to run, but Sally’s Fire Ball caught her in the back, knocking
her off balance.“Hmph!”Which left her no way to dodge Chrome’s cleaver.“…Looking good.”“Yup.
C’mon.”They’d intentionally let one go.All alone now, there was no way to challenge another
guild. It was obvious the lone survivor would head back to camp. But that player probably should
have chosen death instead——because this was like inviting the devil back home.Kasumi and
Chrome opened their maps, checking Sally’s position. There was a red triangle with her name on
it, and it was still on the move.Sally could tail the survivor undetected; they only had to follow the
marker on their maps.“Thataway. Shall we?”“Yeah. I’ll take lead,” Chrome said. “Just in
case.”They set out, maintaining a safe distance.“Oh, there you are,” Sally called from the tree
above.“Is that the cave?” Kasumi asked.Sally nodded.Up ahead was a cave entrance, hidden by
the trees—easy to miss.“Probably a small guild, like us. Maybe just big enough to qualify as
midsize. Can’t tell how many are in there, exactly.”“Then we stick to the plan. I’ll go first. Nothing
to worry about.”He had the highest defense and loads of survival skills, so Chrome was their
designated base forerunner.Not far in, he found the orb pedestal.He also stumbled upon thirty-
odd players listening to the survivor’s harrowing tale.All of them were facing the entrance and
saw him coming.“Brace yourselves!” the guild master roared.Swords were drawn, shields raised,
and weapons brandished.“Here we go.” Chrome lunged forward, Sally and Kasumi hot on his
heels.They slammed into the enemy’s front line, and Chrome started carving his way in.He was
certainly taking damage—but against this many foes, he was constantly hitting someone and
always blocking someone else.A close examination made it plain to see that the HP bar over his
head was refilling completely as soon as it dropped even slightly. Realizing this, the front-liners
tried to back off—and that’s when Sally and Kasumi hit them.The ones in the rear flung a stream
of spells, but Sally was slipping through the hail of magic like she could read their minds. And
Kasumi was firmly within range of Chrome’s Cover.“You’ll have to try harder if you wanna hit
me!”“As elusive a target as ever… If only I could do the same!”But even as she grumbled,
Kasumi was downing foes faster than Sally. While their kill counts were neck and neck, Chrome
did his part—and all the more effectively thanks to the girls drawing attention away from him.The
enemy’s healing couldn’t keep up with their focused assault, and one foe after another
disappeared in bursts of scattering light.“Wh-what do we do?!”“Their tank’s paralyzed! We’ve



gotta take at least one out!”The last-ditch effort paid off, and the status effect took hold—Chrome
couldn’t move a muscle. Chrome’s ability to hold the line depended on his positioning—and the
fact that he healed both when attacking and guarding. With those skills out of commission, the
damage he was taking outpaced his healing.“Tch…sure is rough fighting this many!”Seeing
Chrome immobilized, eight players surrounded him and used every skill and spell at their
disposal to take him down.They got close but not close enough.A red skeleton appeared behind
him, and his HP stopped falling—with one point left.Chrome should have died. But when his HP
hit zero, his equipment skill, Dead or Alive, gave him a 50 percent chance of surviving with a
single point remaining.And there were no limits. There was a chance the same thing could
happen every time he dropped to zero.“Ha, luck’s with me today!”“Heal!”Sally’s spell topped his
health bar up, and the status effect timed out.As that desperate final attack lost steam, Chrome
started hacking into the crowd again, every bit as brutal as before.“With my old gear, I would’ve
been forced to use Indomitable Guardian. Only Maple could survive being surrounded like
that…”Chrome was a top player himself, but paralyzed, with foes on all sides pounding away? It
was a wonder he’d made it out alive. Escaping by the skin of his teeth was the best he could
manage.Kasumi slew the most players. She had the highest DPS in the party and was no slouch
in the agility department, either.As the one party member with heavy armor and a shield,
Chrome was an obvious tank, which meant he’d drawn the bulk of attacks and been knocking at
death’s door. Even so, he wanted to keep his limited use skills in reserve, and taking a few risks
was worth it.The day was only just getting started, and he had already decided which skills not
to use.Since he had Indomitable Guardian, he could cheat death once without fail. That was why
he’d chosen to not waste any skills that could have helped him avoid death earlier.“All right,
here’s the orb. Kasumi, wanna run this home for us? I’m gonna go scout the surroundings. Feels
like the guilds might have spawned closer together than I expected.”This event was all about
defending and stealing orbs, so Sally retrieved it carefully, making absolutely sure there wasn’t
someone lying in wait to ambush her.Leaving her in charge of investigating how densely packed
the guilds might be, Chrome and Kasumi escorted their prize back to base. The enemies they’d
slain would revive near their base but in random locations, so there was little point trying to camp
the respawn points.While Kasumi and Chrome were heading back home, the other Maple Tree
members were fending off an assault.“Only five defenders! We’ve got this!”Eight attackers
charged the Maple Tree positions, only to come face-to-face with metal spheres hurled with wild
abandon like snowballs. Mai and Yui had given no thought to durability or speed, only raising
their STR stat as high as they could—and with Conqueror boosting that even higher, their attack
power defied rhyme or reason.““Hyah!””Those cute shouts were followed closely by the terrifying
whoosh of incoming high-speed projectiles.The enemy tried to take cover behind their shields,
but the spheres knocked them and their shields down.They tried to parry some with their blades,
but the swords snapped—and the players splattered.“Here, keep going.”Iz kept placing more
spheres at the twins’ feet. There was no end in sight.“…I don’t think they need my
protection.”“Yeah. I’m pretty much useless, too.”
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P. Sleijpen, “Entertaining light-hearted fun. The fourth major game event is all about guild vs.
guild. Maple and her friends are at a disadvantage due to numbers and even with their skills they
have to work and think hard to get into the top 10.The story is much like the previous volumes,
light hearted moe story about OP players enjoying a game to their heart's content with its share
of funny moments. I find it entertaining, even though the player vs. player fights at times are not
how things would go in real life MMORPGs. For example, players somehow focus on tanks while
in RL games the first to be targeted are the healers, quickly followed by the controllers and dps
builds.Sometimes you just want to read something simple and entertaining and this series fulfils
that wish very well.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “An amazing 4th volume. Honestly we'll worth the set up of the previous
volume, highly entertaining and it was enjoyable watching Maple Tree go around just being
themselves, kinda pity the rest of the guilds taking part though. Either well worth the read looking
forward to when no 5 comes out!!!!”

Blueowlbc, “Good Series. My 18 year old loves this series.”

Bobcat245, “Fun read. Loved it from beginning to end. Just like the previous 3 books. Lots of fun
reading it. Totally worth it”

The book by Koin has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 207 people have provided feedback.
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